
#195

Plateau Seat
Plateau Seat appear as a very slim and almost graphically floating

seat. Works almost like a carpet, which creates comfortable seating

that invites you to stay. Often people prefer to sit on outdoor steps

and plinths, but these surfaces can be dirty and chilly. With

compact laminate, a comfortable sitting experience is achieved
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#195

Plateau Seat
Technical data
Material
Seat: Robust, multilayer and coloured 12mm compact laminate in 6 colours.
Very UV and weather resistant and solid mechanical quality and durability.
Frame: hot-dip galvanized steel.
Table: Compact laminate, same as seat and ø42mm tube in hot-dip
galvanized steel.
Disc: Bead blasted stainless steel. Can be delivered with customer-specified
name/logo or other.

Assembly + fixation
For mounting on a concrete plinth etc.
Delivered partially assembled: HPL and steel frame are pre-assembled, the
mounting flange is mounted on concrete plinth/stairs etc. and seat part is
tightened on the mounting flange with supplied bolts and nuts.

Dimensions
900/1250/1800mm x 350mm.
Seating: 1-4 people.

Accessories
Table: ø270mm table, which can also be used as an armrest. Disc at the end
of the seat is removed, table is mounted in the hole and fastened with the
supplied bolts and nuts.

Family
Picnic OIL, Bench, Plinth, Wall bench, City Chair, Duo, Table Round, Table
Picnic Round, Street.

Maintenance
Maintenance-free and easy to clean. Easy graffiti removal.

Design protection
Registered EU community design/
number 0066282280003

Product code
195 01 PLATEAU Seat 900, HPL / galv./7 kg.
195 11 PLATEAU Seat 1250, HPL / galv./11 kg.
195 21 PLATEAU Seat 1800, HPL / galv./17 kg.
200 PLATEAU side table.

Standard farver
(Approx. RAL)

#05 Steel blue
RAL 5024

#18 Olive
RAL 6013

#22 Cave
RAL 7043

#23 Corten
RAL 8011

#25 Terracotta
RAL 3016

#26 Golden Yellow
RAL 1018
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